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Response at Honorary Degree ceremony 

Weizmann Institute, 10 November 2003 

Passionate rationality 

I’ve known this abode of passionate rationality for nearly twenty years. Passionate 
rationality? One example: the inspiration that comes from startling connections – like 
last week, in the journal Nature, a picture from the neurophysiology department here, 
representing what a cat sees with its eyes shut - identical to pictures we have been 
making in the physics of random waves. The sciences seem very different, but a 
mathematical theme links them. Another: when the colour of gold is calculated from 
the quantum mechanics of electrons, the predicted colour is silver! But gold is heavy, 
so its electrons move fast, and to get the colour right it’s necessary to incorporate 
Einstein’s relativity: gold is relativistic silver. Such delights, such passionate 
rationality.  

I said abode of passionate rationality. Perhaps enclave is more correct. Outside 
this campus, there are passions aplenty, but rationality?  Not always – even here in 
Israel – and still less just across your borders (wherever they are). But as scientists, 
sharing perhaps the only truly transhuman culture, it’s our duty, if we must build 
walls, to build bridges too (forgive the cliché). No contradiction in doing both at once 
– certainly for those of us who are saturated with quantum mechanics. 

Bridge-building could be: quiet encouragement of a growing discussion 
among Islamic scholars, about how passionate rationality got lost in their world. 
Scientific discovery has been described as “a chariot ... driven by Greeks, Romans, 
people of all kinds, lately Moslems, now Jews and Christians.” A thousand years ago, 
Islamic scholars drove science forward. I know this from my own work in optics.  

But – and now I quote Ziauddin Sardar - “Around the fourteenth 
century...Muslims, consciously and deliberately, abandoned scientific enquiry in favour 
of the path of ignorance and blind imitation...The intellectual devastation we see in the 
Muslim world today is ... a product of this mentality. The once great tradition of Islamic 
science has degenerated into a few research programmes on nuclear weapons and 
chemical and biological warfare...The Muslim world does not contain a single world 
class university.”  

Their new debate is an attempt to reclaim an earlier tradition within Islam, of 
systematic original thinking. According to the prophet Muhammed:  

“Seeking knowledge for one hour is better than praying for seventy years” 

As an atheist Jew, I couldn’t put it better myself – though commenting on a religious 
debate within Islam does seem absurd - with the dominant religion in this country, I 
can at least consult a rabbi (my brother, actually).  

 So, how to give quiet encouragement? I am aware of the difficulties and 
frustrations – both ways - in reaching out to your scientist neighbours. I know of some 
attempts, but few in my own area of theoretical physics. Several years ago, in Beirut, I 
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helped launch the Center for Advanced Mathematical Studies. Some of their research 
is closely related to research here; what a pity there is no direct interaction. Now 
there’s a glimmer of a plan to create a Center of Excellence in Mathematics and 
Physics in Bir Zeit University - your neighbour. Here’s a wonderfully Middle-Eastern 
touch from the message I received: “...we may be able to get the land donated ...by the 
President of Bir Zeit University...who is also the land owner”. Dream on, Ilan 
[President of Weizmann Institute in 2003]. 

 Procrastination is tempting and easy. I speak from an academic culture where 
delaying was an art form. We used to complain that ‘in Bristol nothing can be done 
for the first time’; in Oxbridge colleges, any initiative could be destroyed by invoking 
the ‘principle of unripe time’. Not a good model here, now. Better, let the Weizmann 
Institute be a centre for the export of passionate rationality, a quest I’m proud and – 
especially today - honoured to share. 
 


